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TITLE

Improved local switching in a cellular system.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention discloses a method for use in a cellular wireless

communications system, in which system there can be at least a first node, a

Radio Base Station, RBS, which serves to control traffic to and from user

equipments, within a certain area, a cell, in the system. In addition, the

system comprises a second node, a Mobile Switching Centre, MSC, which

serves to switch calls to and from user equipments in a cell.

BACKGROUND

In a wireless cellular communications system such as, for example, a GSM

system, the area which is served by the system is divided into so called cells.

In each cell, there can be a plurality of users with user terminals, from now on

referred to user equipments or UEs, such as cellular telephones, portable

computers etc. Traffic to and from UEs in a cell are controlled by a so called

Radio Base Station, an RBS, and the switching of calls to and from a cell is

performed by a node in the system which is referred to as a Mobile Switching

Centre, MSC.

Obviously, a call between two UEs which are both located within one and the

same cell in the system could be handled "within the cell", i.e. routed

between the UEs by the RBS of the cell, which would save so called

"backhaul transportation" to and from the MSC, thus saving the operator of

the system some expenditure. Such a solution is often referred to as "local

switching".

However, a problem in this context is that an RBS does not know if a call

which is made by a UE in the cell of the RBS has a UE in the same cell as its

destination or not.



One solution by means of which "local switching" could be achieved in a

cellular communication system disclosed in US patent no 6,958,983 B2, to

Musikka et al.

It would be desirable in a cellular wireless communications system to find a

solution for local switching which exhibits an even greater ease of

implementation.

SUMMARY

Thus, as explained above, there is a need for a solution by means of which

local switching in a cellular wireless communications system could be carried

out in a way which offers easier implementation than previous solutions.

Such a solution is offered by the present invention in that it discloses a

method for use in a cellular wireless communications system, in which

system there can be at least a first node, a Radio Base Station, RBS, which

serves to control traffic to and from user equipments, within a certain area, a

cell, in the system.

In addition, the system in which the invention may be applied also comprises

a second node, a Base Station Controller, a BSC, for the control of one or

more RBSs, and a third node, a Mobile Switching Centre, MSC, which serves

to switch calls to and from UEs in a cell. In the system in which the invention

may be applied, a call can comprise payload information and control

information.

The inventive method comprises the use of a logical node or gateway, LGW,

with the following functions:

• checking if a call which originates within a cell also has a UE within the

cell as its destination, i.e. if the call is an "intra-cell "call,

• ensuring, in the case of an intra-cell call, that the payload of the call

stays within the cell, i.e. within the RBS and the UEs involved.



According to the inventive method, the control of an LGW of a cell is given to

the MSC of the cell.

Since the LGW of a cell is controlled by the MSC of the cell, the LGW will

offer ease of implementation. This and other advantages of the invention will

become even more apparent from the following detailed description.

In various embodiments of the invention, the LGW of a cell may be located in

one or more of the following:

• the RBS of the cell,

• the BSC of the cell,

• at the site of the RBS of the cell, but separate from the RBS.

In one embodiment, an MSC controls an LGW by means of a special control

protocol which is tunnelled from the MSC to the LGW. Suitably, the LGW

may comprise the following two main functions:

• a function for the call control,

• a function for payload control.

The invention also discloses a logical node or gateway, LGW, which

functions essentially according to the inventive method.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention will be described in more detail in the following, with reference

to the appended drawings, in which

Fig 1 shows a block diagram of a prior art system, and

Fig 2 shows a block diagram of a system in which the invention is used, and

Fig 3 shows a block diagram of a first embodiment of a node of the invention,

and



Fig 4 shows a block diagram of a second embodiment of a node of the

invention, and

Fig 5 shows a flow chart of the method of the invention, and

Figs 6-8 show event diagrams in a system of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Fig 1 shows an overview of a prior art system 100 in which there could be a

need for so called local switching. The system 100 is a wireless cellular

communications system, and comprises a number of so called cells, one of

which, 140, is shown by way of example. It should be pointed out that the

invention can be applied in a wide variety of wireless cellular systems, but will

be described below with terms used in the GSM system. However, the use of

GSM terminology is merely intended to serve as an example of one of many

possible systems in which the invention may be used. Thus, for example, the

term Radio Base Stations or RBS should be seen as a generic reference to a

node which in some other systems is known as NodeB or eNodeB. Further

Base Station Controller or BSC should be seen as a generic reference to a

node which in some other systems is known as Radio Network Controller or

RNC. In LTE, Long Term Evolution, the RBS and BSC is combined into

eNodeB.

Examples of other systems in which the invention may be used are WCDMA,

Wideband Code Division Multiple Access, TD-SCDMA Time Division-

Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access and LTE, Long Term Evolution,

systems.

Within each cell of the system, there can be a number of users with User

Equipments, UEs, such as, e.g. cellular telephones and portable computers

etc which can access the system. In fig 1, a first 150 and a second 160 UE

are shown by way of example.



For each cell in the system 100, there is a first node, here referred to as a

Radio Base Station, an RBS, which serves to, inter alia, control the traffic to

and from the UEs in the cell. The RBS of the cell 140 is shown as 130 in fig

1. The system 100 also comprises a second node, a Base Station Controller,

BSC, shown as 110 in fig 1, which serves to, inter alia, carry out certain

control functions for one or more RBSs in the system.

In addition, the system 100 also comprises a third node, a Mobile Switching

Centre, shown as 120 in fig 1. One of the functions of an MSC is to switch

calls to and from one or more cells in the system. Two signalling protocols

are shown in fig 1, the signalling 115 used between the MSC 120 and the

BSC 110, which is usually referred to as "A" signalling, e.g. BSSAP

signalling, Base Station System Application Part, and the signalling 125

between the BSC 110 and the RBS 130, usually referred to as "Abis"

signalling, such as, e.g. Radio Relay signalling, RR.

As indicated by means of the arrow "C" in fig 1, a call which originates in the

cell 140 may also have as its destination a UE in the same cell, i.e. in this

case the cell 140. It will be realized that a call which is between a calling and

a called UE in one and the same cell could theoretically be handled within the

cell, i.e. by the RBS of the cell, and it will also be realized that this could

make the handling of such "intra-cell" calls easier and thus less expensive.

However, in present systems, one fact which will make such "local switching"

impossible is that the RBSs do not know if traffic channels which are allotted

to UEs within one and the same cell are/will be used by one and the same

call. This information is known only by the MSC.

If the information regarding the destination and origin of the traffic channels

of calls made by UEs in the cell 140 were made available to the RBS 130,

and the RBS 130 could be modified to be equipped with a switching

functionality, local switching could be achieved. However, if such functionality



were to be integrated in an RBS, this would make the RBS quite complex,

which would negate the purpose of achieving local switching, which is to cut

costs for an operator of the system.

Thus, in order to achieve local switching while keeping the costs down, the

present invention proposes the use within the system 100 of a logical node or

gateway, LGW, which has as its function to check if a call which originates

within a cell also has a UE within the cell as its destination, in which case the

LGW ensures that the payload of the call stays within the cell, i.e. within the

RBS and the UEs involved. According to the method of the invention, the

LGW of a cell is controlled by the MSC of the cell. Thus, since the MSC

already has most of the information necessary for local switching, since the

MSC knows in which cell or cells that the calling UE and the destination of a

call are located, the MSC can direct the LGW to perform local switching in

those cases where this is appropriate, i.e. "intra-cell calls", calls with the

calling and called UEs in one and the same cell. In addition, the MSC also

has switching functionality, which can be used for controlling the LGW. Thus,

by means of the invention, local switching can be obtained at a low cost.

Fig 2 shows an overview of system 200 in which an LGW 210 of the

invention is used. Reference numbers of components and functions which

have already been shown in fig 1 have been retained in fig 2 .

As shown in fig 2 , the LGW 210 of the invention is preferably co-located with

the RBS 130 of a cell. However, since the LGW of the invention is a logical

node rather than a physical node, it can be located in a variety of places

within the system. Thus, examples of other possible locations for an LGW of

the invention are:

• co-located with the BSC of the cell for which it is intended,

• at the site of the RBS of the cell for which it is intended, but separate

from the RBS.



The LGW 210 of the invention is controlled by the MSC 120 of the cell by

which the LGW is used. The control is carried out by messages sent between

the LGW and the MSC in a special so called "data tunnel", shown as 215 in

fig 2 . The control messages may be "tunnelled" from the MSC to the LGW

using BSSAP (from the MSC to the BSC) via the "A" interface 115 and also

using Abis signalling 125 from the BSC to the LGW.

In a particularly preferred embodiment of the invention, the LGW 210

comprises two main functions:

• one function for call control, and

• one function for payload control.

Fig 3 shows the LGW 210 and its two functions in this preferred embodiment,

i.e. the Call Control function 2 11 and the Payload Control function 212. The

two functions would preferably divide the total function of the LGW in the

following manner:

Call control function

For downlink control information, i.e. control information from the MSC , the

call control function of the LGW extracts the controlling information for a call

from the Abis message. The remaining information, i.e. the information

without the controlling information, is re-packed into a new LAPD frame

which is forwarded by the LGW to the RBS.

For uplink control information, i.e. control information intended for the MSC,

the information being comprised in an Abis message, the LGW inserts

controlling information into the Abis message, and subsequently re-packs all

of the information, i.e. both the original part and the inserted part, into a new

LAPD frame which is sent to the BSC, from where it is forwarded to the MSC.

A main task of the call control function of the LGW is to correlate the

originating & terminating "call legs" of a call. For this purpose, the call control



function will generate call identifiers (Call IDs) for the "calling leg" and the

"called leg" of the call.

The Call IDs will be forwarded to the MSC by the call control function, and

the MSC then forwards the Call ID of the caller and the destination of the call

to the LGW.

The call control part can be realized by introducing additional parameters in

BSSAP & Abis messages, such as, for example Call ID and IP address/port

If it is desired to support break-in/break-out calls (i.e. calls to/from parties

outside of the RBS or the system 200, in the LGW, the call controller function

will also contain the necessary information that the LGW needs to build the

IPBCP (IP Bearer Control Protocol) messages, said information being

information which enables the call control function of the LGW to allocate an

IP address & port from an IP resource pool of the LGW, which will be used in

IPBCP message.

Payload control function

For uplink messages from a UE in the cell 150, usually sent in the so called

LAPD (Link Access Protocol D) frame, the payload control function of the

LGW 210 performs, inter alia, the control of the payload switching as needed

in order to obtain RBS local switching. This is preferably done in the following

manner:

• The LGW 210 terminates & switches uplink frames for voice traffic

from/to the RBS 130, said frames usually being LAPD frames,

• The LGW 210 provides an IP routing/switching function, so that so

called break-in/break-out calls can be made, i.e. so that calls to/from

the cell of the RBS from/to parties outside of the RBS can be

routed/switched locally at the LGW. This is shown symbolically by



means of an arrow "D", which connects to the so called PLMN 220, i.e.

the Public Land Mobile Network.

If a break-in/out call is made, and the function is supported by the LGW, the

payload control function in the LGW is used to communicate to the receiving

party that it should establish an IP bearer connection. In order to achieve this,

it is proposed to re-use the existing IPBCP protocol, in order to facilitate

break-in/break-out calls. The re-use of the existing IPBCP protocol may be

realized by tunnelling the IPBCP messages through BSSAP & Abis

messages

In a further embodiment, the LGW of the invention may comprise a so called

"half-call" model. Such an LGW 410 is shown in fig 4 , and as shown in fig 4 ,

the half call version 410 of the LGW of the invention comprises two parts,

both of which can be used separately, i.e. the two parts are "stand-alone"

parts. A first part 4 11 may be used for the caller, and the second part 412

may be used for the called party. Each of the parts 4 11, 412, comprises

essentially the complete functionality of the LGW 210 described above.

The half call version 410 of the inventive LGW is particularly useful for

facilitating break-in or break-out calls, since such calls will only need to use

one of the parts 4 11 or 412, depending on if the call is "break in" or "break

out".

Fig 5 shows a rough flow chart of a method 500 of the invention. The method

of the invention is intended for use in a cellular wireless communications

system such as the one 200 of fig 2 , in which there is at least a first node, a

Radio Base Station, RBS such as the one 130 shown in figs 1 and 2 , which

serves to control traffic to and from user equipments within a cell in the

system.



The system in which the invention is applied comprises, in addition, a second

node, a Base Station Controller, a BSC such as the one 110 shown in fig 2 ,

which controls one or more base stations in the system, and the system also

comprises a third node, a Mobile Switching Centre, MSC such as the one

120 of fig 2 , which serves to switch calls to and from user equipments in a

cell in the system.

A call in the system comprises payload information and control information,

and the method 500 of the invention comprises, as shown in step 510, the

use of a logical node or gateway, LGW, shown as 210 in fig 2 and 410 in fig

4 . As shown in step 515, the LGW has as one of its functions to check if a

call which originates within a cell also has as its destination a UE within the

cell, i.e. an intra-cell call, in which case the LGW ensures, as shown in step

520, that the payload of the call stays within the cell, i.e. within the RBS and

the UEs involved.

Step 525 indicates that an LGW which is used in a cell in the system is

controlled by the MSC of the cell.

As indicated in steps 530, 535, 545 an LGW which is used in a cell in the

system may be located in one of the following:

• the RBS of the cell, step 530,

• the BSC of the cell, step 535,

• at the site of the RBS of the cell, but separate from the RBS, step

545.

Step 540 shows that an MSC 120 which controls an LGW 210, 410, may do

so by means of a special control protocol which is tunnelled from the MSC to

the LGW.



As shown in step 550, according to the inventive method, an LGW 410 may

in one embodiment comprise two main control functions, i.e.:

• a first function, such as the ones 312, 312', for the control of a call's

payload information shown in fig 3 , and

• a second function, such as the ones 314, 314', shown in fig 3 , for the

control of a call's control information.

Step 555 shows that in one embodiment, an LGW is given two separate

parts, such as those shown in fig 4 , i.e. 4 11, 412, each of which two parts

comprises one of the first and second functions mentioned above, so that the

first part 4 11 can be used for calls from UEs within a cell in which the LGW is

used, and the second part 412 can be used for calls to UEs within a cell in

which the LGW is used,

In order to further facilitate the reader's understanding of the invention, some

examples of event diagrams will now be given, said examples also being

illustrated in figs 6-8. A list of the abbreviations used in the description of

these diagrams can be found at the end of this text.

Different kinds of lines are used for the arrows in figs 5-7, according to the

following pattern:

Arrows shown with one of the following kinds of lines are message flows on

behalf of the MS-A, i.e. the originating/calling party or entity:

Arrows shown with the following kinds of lines are message flows on behalf

of the MS-B, i.e. the terminating/called party or entity:



A message whose numeral has a "prime", i.e. 6' indicates a new parameter

or an entirely new message introduced by this invention,

Messages whose lines have much larger arrowheads than other lines

indicate user plane signalling. These messages are messages 14 and 15 in

fig 6 , messages 12 and 13 in fig 7 and message 11 in fig 8 .

Fig 6 shows an event diagram in a system of the invention in the case when

a call is made by a first UE ("MS-A") to a second UE ("MS-B") within one and

the same cell, i.e. both MS A and MS B are served by one and the same

RBS.

The following events then occur, with the numerals given below

corresponding to the numerals at the arrows in fig 5 :

1) MS-A originates the call; after SDCCH channel activation,

RBS/BTS sends establish indicate with CM service request.

2) Upon reception of the message, LGW allocates a call control

instance and generates the call ID corresponding to the call leg-A.

AGW needs to allocate the IP address/port to be used for

payload transmission for the originating call leg. The call control

data [call ID-A + IP address/port-A] will be included in the CM

Service Request as new parameters.

3) BSC further forwards the CM Service Request including the call

control data encapsulated in the CL3 message to MSC.

4) MSC continues the call setup and do the paging of terminating

MS-B.



5) MS-B responses the paging; after SDCCH channel activation,

RBS/BTS sends establish indicate with paging response.

6) Upon reception of the message, AGW allocates a call control

instance and generates the call ID corresponding to the call leg-B.

AGW needs to allocate the IP address/port to be used for

payload transmission for the terminating call leg. The call control

data [call ID-B + IP address/port- B] will be included in the paging

response as new parameters. Also, the MSC continues the call

setup.

7) MSC proceeds the call setup with Assignment Request for MS-A.

In the Assignment Request message, MSC shall include the call

control data [call ID-A + IP address/port- B] with new parameters.

8) BSC sends down the Assignment Command containing the call

control data. AGW shall extract the data from the message. Call

ID-A is used to identify the call control instance for MS-A, after

that it can correlate the traffic channel assigned for call leg-A with

the IP address/port of call leg-B, hence get the peer/destination

address for the traffic frames of MS-A on the user plane.

9) Upon reception of Assignment Complete in AGW, MS-A call

control instance shall build the IPBCP "Request" message with

IP address/port-A & IP address/port- B. The IPBCP "Request"

message will eventually be tunnelled in Abis & BSSAP

Assignment Complete message, up to MSC.

10) MSC tunnels down to BSC the IPBCP "Request" message and

the call ID-B, with a new BSSAP message Tunnel Info. The

message is further tunnelled from BSC to AGW in Data Request

message.



11) AGW terminates the tunnel message. The Call ID-B identifies the

call control instance in AGW for MS-B, after that it will process

the IPBCP "Request" message, and build the IPBCP "Accept"

message.

12) The IPBCP "Accept" message will be tunnelled up to BSC with

new message Tunnel Info Ack encapsulated in Data Indicator

message. Further, BSC sends the new BSSAP Tunnel Info Ack

message up to MSC with the IPBCP "Accept" message tunnelled.

13) The IPBCP "Accept" message will be tunnelled down to AGW

together with Call ID-A.

14) The Call control instance in AGW will process the IPBCP

"Accept" message, and initiates the Nb UP Initialization message

accordingly. The Nb UP initialization message will be sent to the

destination address [IP address/port-B], which is linked to the call

control instance in AGW for MS-B.

15) The call control instance in AGW for MS-B replies with Nb UP

initialization ACK to [IP address/port-A] (It gets the address

information from IPBCP "Request" message), thus to complete

the Nb UP initialization.

16) Upon reception of Nb UP initialization ACK, the MS-A call control

instance tunnels up the IPBCP "Connected" message to MSC.

17) MSC continues with Assignment Request for MS-B. The Call ID-

B is included in the message.



18) AGW extracts the call ID-B from the Assignment Command, to

identify call control instance for MS-B, and correlate the traffic

channel assigned for MS-B to the established Nb UP connection.

19) The traffic channel is successfully assigned for MS-B, and the

Assignment complete message sent to MSC.

Fig 7 details the events in the case of a "break-out call", i.e. a call from MS-A

inside the cell of the RBS in question to MS-B in the PLMN. The events are

as follows, as also shown in fig 6 :

1) MS-A originates the call; after SDCCH channel activation,

RBS/BTS sends establish indicate with CM service request.

2) Upon reception of the message, AGW allocates a call control

instance and generates the call ID corresponding to the call leg-A.

AGW needs to allocate the IP address/port to be used for

payload transmission for the originating call leg. The call control

data [call ID-A + IP address/port-A] will be included in the CM

Service Request as new parameters.

3) BSC further forwards the CM Service Request including the call

control data encapsulated in the CL3 message to MSC.

4) MSC continues the call setup and send BICC IAM to PLMN

MSC-S and the Supported codec list shall indicate only the

codecs supported by MS (PSCVL).

5) PLMN MSC-S sends BICC-APM with IP-address of B party as

well as the selected codec X .



6) MSC proceeds the call setup with Assignment Request for MS-A.

In the Assignment Request message, MSC shall include the call

control data [call ID-A + IP address-B] with new parameters.

7) BSC sends down the Assignment Command containing the call

control data. AGW shall extract the data from the message. Call

ID-A is used to identify the call control instance for MS-A, after

that it can correlate the traffic channel assigned for call leg-A with

the IP address/port of call leg-B, hence get the peer/destination

address for the traffic frames of MS-A on the user plane.

8) Upon reception of Assignment Complete in AGW, MS-A call

control instance shall build the IPBCP "Request" message with

IP address/port-A & IP address/port- B. The IPBCP "Request"

message will eventually be tunnelled in Abis & BSSAP

Assignment Complete message, up to MSC.

9) Upon reception of Assignment Complete message, MSC sends

BICC-COT. It also tunnels the IPBCP "Request" message in

BICC-APM message.

10) The IPBCP "Accept" message will be tunnelled back to MSC in

BICC-APM message.

11) The IPBCP "Accept" message will be tunnelled down to AGW

together with Call ID-A.

12) The Call control instance in AGW will process the IPBCP

"Accept" message, and initiates the Nb UP Initialization message

accordingly. The Nb UP initialization message will be sent to the

destination address [IP address/port-B], which is linked to the call

control instance in AGW for MS-B.



13) The call control instance in PLMN MGW for MS-B replies with Nb

UP initialization ACK to [IP address/port-A] (It gets the address

information from IPBCP "Request" message), thus to complete

the Nb UP initialization.

14) Upon reception of Nb UP initialization ACK, the MS-A call control

instance tunnels up the IPBCP "Connected" message to MSC.

15) MSC continues with BICC-APM message containing IPBCP

"Connected".

16) MSC receives BICC-ACM from PLMN MSC-S and sends alerting

message to MS.

17) MSC receives BICC-ANM from PLMN MSC-S and sends connect

message to MS.

Fig 8 details the events in the case of a "break-in call", i.e. a call from a party

in the PLMN to MS-B inside the cell of the RBS in question. The events are

as follows, as also shown in fig 8 :

1) MSC receives BICC-IAM message from PLMN MSC-S.

2) MSC continues the call setup and do the paging of terminating

MS-B.

3) MS-B responses the paging; after SDCCH channel activation,

RBS/BTS sends establish indicate with paging response.



4) Upon reception of the message, AGW allocates a call control

instance and generates the call ID corresponding to the call leg-B.

AGW needs to allocate the IP address/port to be used for

payload transmission for the terminating call leg. The call control

data [call ID-B + IP address/port-B] will be included in the paging

response as new parameters.

5) MSC continues the call setup and send BICC APM message with

IP-address-B + selected codec X (one codec from PSCVL).

6) PLMN MSC-S sends BICC-APM with IPBCP "Request" message.

7) MSC tunnels down to BSC the IPBCP "Request" message and

the call ID-B, with a new BSSAP message Tunnel Info. The

message is further tunnelled from BSC to AGW in Data Request

message.

8) AGW terminates the tunnel message. The Call ID-B identifies the

call control instance in AGW for MS-B, after that it will process

the IPBCP "Request" message, and build the IPBCP "Accept"

message.

9) The IPBCP "Accept" message will be tunnelled up to BSC with

new message Tunnel Info Ack encapsulated in Data Indicator

message. Further, BSC sends the new BSSAP Tunnel Info Ack

message up to MSC with the IPBCP "Accept" message tunnelled.

10) MSC proceeds the call setup with BICC-APM message

containing the IPBCP "Accept" message.



11) The call control instance in PLMN MGW starts the Nb UP

initialization to [IP address/port-B] (It gets the address

information from IPBCP "Accept" message).

12) The call control instance in AGW replies Nb UP initialization ACK

to PLMN MGW (it gets the address information from IPBCP

"Request" message) thus to complete the Nb UP initialization.

13) MSC receives BICC COT and APM messages from PLMN MSC-

S.

14) MSC sends Assignment Request for MS-B. In the Assignment

Request message, MSC shall include the call control data [call

ID-B] with new parameters.

15) BSC sends down the Assignment Command containing the call

control data. AGW shall extract the data from the message. Call

ID-B is used to identify the call control instance for MS-B, after

that it can correlate the traffic channel assigned for call leg-B with

the initialized Nb UP traffic.

16) The Assignment Complete message is sent to MSC.

17) Upon reception of Alerting message, MSC sends BICC-ACM.

18) Upon reception of Connect message, MSC sends BICC-ANM.

The invention is not limited to the examples of embodiments described above

and shown in the drawings, but may be freely varied within the scope of the

appended claims.



The following abbreviations and acronyms have been used in the

descriptions of figs 6-8:

Abis: The interface between BSC and BTS

APM: Application transport Mechanism

BICC-ACM: Bearer Independent Call Control - Address Complete Message

BICC-ANM: Bearer Independent Call Control - Answer message

BICC-APM: Bearer Independent Call Control - Application transport

Mechanism

BICC-COT: Bearer Independent Call Control - Continuity message

BICC IAM: Bearer Independent Call Control - Initial Address Message

BSC: Base Station Controller

BSSAP: Base Station Subsystem Application Part

BTS: Base Transceiver Station

CL3: Complete Layer 3

CM: Connection Management

IPBCP: IP Bearer Control Protocol

IP: Internet Protocol

LGW: Logical GateWay

MGW: Media GateWay

MS: Mobile Station

MS-B: Mobile Station B

MS-A: Mobile Station A

MS PSCVL: Mobile Station's Permitted Speech Codec Version List

MSC: Mobile Switching Center

MSC-S: MSC Server

Nb: the interface between two MGWs in a system of the invention

Nb UP: Nb User Plane

PLMN: Public Land Mobile Network

PSCVL: Permitted Speech Version List

RBS: Radio Base Station

SDCCH: Stand Alone Dedicated Control Channel



CLAIMS

1. A method (500) for use in a cellular wireless communications system

(200), in which system there is at least a first node (130), which serves to

control traffic to and from user equipments (150, 160), within a cell (140), in

the system, the system (200) in addition comprising a second node ( 1 10), for

the control of one or more first nodes, and a third node (120), which serves to

switch calls to and from user equipments (150, 160) in a cell (140), in which

system a call comprises payload information and control information,

the method being characterized in (510) that it comprises the use of a logical

node or gateway (210, 410), with the following functions:

• checking (515) if a call which originates within a cell also has a user

equipment within the cell as its destination, i.e. if the call is an "intra-

cell "call,

• ensuring (520), in the case of an intra-cell call, that the payload of the

call stays within the cell, i.e. within the first node and the user

equipments involved,

and according to which method the control (525) of a logical node or gateway

(210, 410) of a cell is given to the third node of the cell.

2 . The method (500) of claim 1, according to which the logical node or

gateway (210, 410) of a cell is located in one of the following:

• the first node of the cell (530),

• the second node of the cell (535),

• at the site of the first node of the cell, but separate from the first node

(545).

3 . The method (500, 540) of claim 1 or 2 , according to which a third node

(120) controls a logical node or gateway (210, 410) by means of a special

control protocol which is tunnelled from the third node to the logical node or

gateway.



4 . The method (500) of any of the previous claims, according to which (550)

the logical node or gateway (410) comprises two main control functions:

• a first function (314) for the control of a call's payload information, and

• a second function (312) for the control of a call's control information.

5 . The method of claim 4 , according to which the logical node or gateway

(410) is given two separate parts (41 1, 412), each of which two parts

comprises one of said first (312, 312') and second (314, 314') functions, and

according to which method the first part (41 1) is used for calls from user

equipments within a cell in which the logical node or gateway is used, and

the second part is used for calls to user equipments within a cell in which the

logical node or gateway is used.

6 . The method of anyone of claims 1-5, according to which the first node

(130) is a radio base station, RBS, or a NodeB and the second node ( 1 10) is

a base station controller, BSC, or a radio network controller, RNC, and the

third node (130) is a mobile switching centre, MSC, all depending on which

system in use.



7 . A logical node and gateway (210, 410), for use in a cell (140) in a cellular

wireless communications system (100, 200), in which system there is at least

a first node (130), which serves to control traffic to and from user equipments

(150, 160), within a cell in the system, the system in addition comprising a

second node ( 110), for the control of one or more first nodes, and a third

node (120), which serves to switch calls to and from user equipments (150,

160) in a cell (140), in which system a call can comprise payload information

and control information, the logical node or gateway (210, 410) being

characterized in that it comprises a first function (312, 312') for checking if a

call which originates within a cell also has a user equipment within the cell as

its destination, in which case a second function (314, 314') of the logical node

or gateway ensures that the payload of the call stays within the cell, i.e.

within the first node and the user equipments involved, the logical node or

gateway also comprising an interface towards the third node, so that the

logical node or gateway can be controlled by the third node of a cell in which

the logical node or gateway is used.

8 . The logical node or gateway (210, 410) of claim 7 , being located in one of

the following:

• the first node (130) of a cell (140) in which the logical node or gateway

is used,

• the second node ( 1 10) of a cell (140) in which the logical node or

gateway is used,

• the site of the first node (130) a cell in which the logical node or

gateway is used, but separate from the first node.

9 . The logical node or gateway (210, 410) of claim 7 or 8 , which is controlled

by a third node (120) of a cell in which the logical node or gateway is used by

means of a control protocol which is tunnelled from the third node to the

logical node or gateway.



10. The logical node or gateway (410) of any of claims 7-9, having separate a

first (41 1) and a second (412) part, each of which two parts comprise one of

said first (312, 312') and second (314, 314') functions, so that the first part

(41 1) may be used for calls from user equipments within a cell in which the

logical node or gateway is used, and the second part may be used for calls to

user equipments within a cell in which the logical node or gateway is used.

11. The logical node or gateway (41 0) of anyone of claims 7-1 0 , according to

which the first node (130) is a radio base station, RBS, or a NodeB and the

second node ( 110) is a base station controller, BSC, or a radio network

controller, RNC, and the third node (130) is a mobile switching centre, MSC,

all depending on which system in use.
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